
justification for monsters  

the monster is the being who refuses to adapt to her circumstances (bhanu kapil) 

 

 

 

hallucination of night 

 

 

: a memory of riding my bike several times around my block. was I distracted by the wind or a song 
or the undisclosed menu of suppertime? and then a bump and i look down and a child lays flat to 
the sidewalk stain of my bike wheel on her belly. 

 

 

who do i call to ask                                                                                    did i run 
over a child during my youth? 

 

 

: 3am     woman raps toward the stars/ hip-hop howls of insisted insomnia 

 

 

cats screech              off-key 
slurs roaming the treetops 

 

 

fixate on a word        
  like love           
   or shaking         
    or gesture 

 



there is gruesomeness to demeanor 

 

 

: I wear the same socks as yesterday because laundromat was closed and I was too impatient for my 
coffee to wait long. Hair is knotted (still) and pushed back, yet growls against my head. I've got a 
rash from a spider that I was not quick enough to catch. I think about jumping out my window and 
impaling myself on the cardinal chirping atop a fence. 

 

 

justify monsterism 

 

 

They flatten themselves like cockroaches and they cling to door knobs. These animals linger on 
stairwells and wait in mailboxes to bite the fingers of eager readers. What I am trying to say is they 
linger outside of prisons and cooped up concrete entrapments. What does "acting up" look like in 
your barred house? In my land, monsters do not wipe their limbs before plunging their fists into 
women. Men light their wives on fire because of assumptions and poor manners. 

 

Her skin will never grow back and somewhere in Lagos, a woman must lay on her spine to insist 
away the burn of bubbled shadow. Humans shut out the sounds of screams when they become too 
frequent. 

 

 

 

pliers /   a screw driver /   a death of normalcy 

 

 

 

 

—Aimee Herman 


